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The Arrival 
Shaun Tan

Refugee Boy
Benjamin 
Zephaniah

Boy at the 
Back of the 
Class
Onjali Q Rauf

Boy 87
Ele Fountain

Grammar Focus:
Adverbial phrases (where, manner, time): Later that 
evening, Walking on to the ship, In the distance
Cohesion: use of adverbials, nouns, pronouns and 
paragraphs
Expanded noun phrases: The witch, who crashed her 
broom, is over there, feeling dazed.
Topic related description: verbs, adverbs and senses
Dialogue: dialogue action description (split dialogue) 
to move the action along. 
Punctuation: inverted commas for dialogue. Commas 
to separate clauses. Use of brackets, dashes and 
commas for parenthesis. Colons to introduce a list and 
separate two main clauses.
Sentence structure: variation of all sentence types and 
sentence length for impact on reader

Year 6 – Autumn
English – Stories with issues and dilemmas

Why do people move? TH immigration, Windrush
UK places and changes over time.

Knowledge for the writer:
• Make sure dilemma or issue faced is a really tricky 

one to deal with. If there is no easy or obvious 
answer, it will be even more interesting to read 
what your main character decides to do.

• If characters change during the story, decide how 
to show this.

• Do they behave differently? Do they speak 
differently?

• Plan before writing to organise chronology and 
ensure main events lead towards ending

• Visualise the setting and main characters to help 
you describe a few key details.

• Describe what characters do, say, think and feel
• Read your whole story yourself. Have your story 

read to you by someone else.

Structure
- Paragraphs
- Opening introducing 

characters and setting
- Events leading to dilemma
- Character(s) encounter 

dilemma
- Problems when                                

solving dilemma
- How the dilemma is              

resolved

Language
- Third person
- Past tense
- Topic related vocabulary
- Complex sentences
- Subordinate clauses
- Relative clauses
- Relevant expanded noun 

phrases
- Characterisation
- Dialogue (action and 

description
- “ “   ,   ()   - :  ; 

Purpose/Audience
To entertain and to explore issues or dilemmas.

WMG
Dilemma 
Narrative

Who are  
Refugees and 
Migrants?
Michael Rosen



Progression in Narrative Texts

Listening to and reading a range of stories on page and
screen which provoke different responses:

Creating stories orally, on page and screen, 
that will impact on listeners and readers in a 
range of ways

Year 5 Recognise that story structure can vary in different
types of story and that plots can have high and low
points; notice that the structure in extended narratives
can be repeated with several episodes building up to
conflict and resolution before the end of the story.
Analyse more complex narrative structures and
narratives that do not have a simple linear chronology,
(e.g.) parallel narratives, time slip.
• Authors have particular styles and may have a particular
audience in mind; discuss the author’s perspective on
events and characters, (e.g.) the consequences of a
character’s mistakes – do they get a second chance? ;
Author’s perspective and narrative viewpoint is not
always the same - note who is telling the story, whether
the author ever addresses the reader directly; check
whether the viewpoint changes at all during the story;
explore how the narration relates to events.
• Look for evidence of characters changing during a story
and discuss possible reasons, (e.g.) in response to
particular experiences or over time, what it shows about
the character and whether the change met or
challenged the reader’s expectations; recognise that
characters may have different perspectives on events in
the story; look for evidence of differences in patterns of
relationships, customs, attitudes and beliefs by looking
at the way characters act and speak and interact in
older literature.
• Different types of story can have typical settings. Rea llife
stories can be based in different times or places,
(e.g.) historical fiction – look for evidence of differences
that will effect the way that characters behave or the
plot unfolds.

Plan and tell stories to explore narrative viewpoint,
( e.g.) re-tell a familiar story from the point of view
of another character; demonstrate awareness of
audience by using techniques such as recap,
repetition of a catchphrase, humour; use spoken
language imaginatively to entertain and engage the
listener.
• Develop particular aspects of story writing:
experiment with different ways to open the story;
add scenes, characters or dialogue to a familiar
story; develop characterisation by showing the
reader what characters say and do and how they
feel and react at different points in the story.
Plan and write complete stories; organise more
complex chronological narratives into several
paragraph units relating to story structure; adapt
for narratives that do not have linear chronology,
(e.g.) portray events happening simultaneously 
Meanwhile; extend ways to link paragraphs in cohesive 
narrative using adverbs and adverbial
phrases; adapt writing for a particular audience;
aim for consistency in character and style.

Year 6 • Identify story structures typical to particular fiction
genres; recognise that narrative structure can be
adapted and events revealed in different ways, (e.g.)
stories within stories, flashbacks, revelations; analyse
the paragraph structure in different types of story and
note how links are made; make judgements in response
to story endings, (e.g.) whether it was believable,
whether dilemmas were resolved satisfactorily.
• Look at elements of an author’s style to identify
common elements and then make comparisons
between books; consider how style is influenced by the
time when they wrote and the intended audience;
recognise that the narrator can change and be
manipulated, (e.g.) a different character takes over the
story-telling, the story has 2 narrators – talk about the
effect that this has on the story and the reader’s
response.
• Identify stock characters in particular genres and look
for evidence of characters that challenge stereotypes
and surprise the reader, e.g. in parody; recognise that
authors can use dialogue at certain points in a story to,
(e.g.) explain plot, show character and relationships,
convey mood or create humour.
• Different episodes (in story and on film) can take place
in different settings; discuss why and how the scene
changes are made and how they effect the characters
and events; recognise that authors use language
carefully to influence the reader’s view of a place or
situation.

• Plan and tell stories to explore different 
styles of narrative; present engaging 
narratives for an audience.
• Plan quickly and effectively the plot, 
characters and structure of own narrative 
writing; use paragraphs to vary pace and 
emphasis; vary sentence length to
achieve a particular effect; use a variety of
techniques to introduce characters and 
develop characterisation; use dialogue at key 
points to move the story on or reveal new 
information.
Create a setting by: using expressive or 
figurative language; describing how it makes 
the character feel; adding detail of sights and 
sounds;
Vary narrative structure when writing 
complete stories, (e.g.) start with a dramatic 
event and then provide background 
information; use two narrators
to tell the story from different perspectives; 
use the paragraph structure of non-linear 
narratives as a model for own writing; plan 
and write extended narrative.


